I just spent several hours on the MLS identifying and studying the top producing listors of bank-owned properties. Then I compared their productivity with that of conventional listors who I know well. It has been an eye opener, to say the least!

I thought I knew most of the top producers in this business (at least locally), but those men and women who list bank-owned properties are almost all agents I had never heard of. One reason is that they list properties all over the metro area, not just near their home or office.

One such agent had 307 sold listings in 2007. Last week alone she had six closings. She currently has 108 active listings, and another 45 under contract. Every one of her listings, active or sold, was bank owned.

By comparison, two of Jeffco's top producing "regular" agents sold 78 listings (none bank-owned) between them in 2007. They promoted their listings using virtual tours, staging, multiple pictures on every listing, enhanced display on realtor.com, and more. Their single-family homes sold for an average $170 per sq. ft., and their condos/townhomes for an average $150 per sq. ft. You'd recognize both their names because of their excellent and extensive marketing.

All 10 of the bank agents I studied did none of that extra work — no virtual tours, exterior pictures only, and usually entering only the minimum mandatory MLS data. None of them had showcase service on realtor.com. As a result, their 1,210 single family homes sold for an average $117 per sq. ft. and their 313 condos/townhomes sold for an average $97 per sq. ft.

These agents' advertising costs were probably nonexistent. I certainly never saw them at any Realtor meetings. With their high production, I would guess that they never even saw many of their listings, hiring companies or assistants to put the signs in the ground and handle all the mechanics of listing, selling and closing. Their sellers were far less demanding than any homeowner, caring only about disposing of their listings.

The mechanics of that business are straightforward. Agents sell themselves once to the right contacts and can get hundreds of listings without additional prospecting.